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By Rosemary Brissenden

HARDIE GRANT BOOKS, Australia, 2012. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Since its first publication in 1970, South East Asian Food has achieved a reputation as the
authoritative book on the subject. Elizabeth David listed it among thebooks every serious cook
should possess. This new edition features a completely updated and easy-to-follow design, with
beautiful illustrations throughout. The selection of recipes in South East Asian Food will show you
the varieties and unique properties of each cuisine, from tangy Thai salads, satisfying Vietnamese
soups, aromatic Indonesian curries to exquisite Malaysian sambals. With the help of the author s
clear instructions and knowledge of the local foods, you ll be able to recreate these delightful,
fragrant dishes in your own kitchen. As Rosemary says, `With the world full of same-tasting instant
approaches to South East Asian food through packets and jars, this book aims to serve as a guide to
cooks who wish to enjoy its true freshness and variety by cooking it for themselves. If it also
conveys a sense of a rich and diverse set of culinary traditions I shall be more than happy.
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is actually the very best job by any publisher. It really is basic but unexpected situations within the 50 % from the book. I discovered
this book from my dad and i advised this publication to discover.
-- Dr. Willis Walter-- Dr. Willis Walter

The book is great and fantastic. I could comprehended almost everything using this published e publication. I am just very happy to explain how here is the
very best ebook i have study inside my very own existence and could be he greatest book for ever.
-- Mekhi Marvin DVM-- Mekhi Marvin DVM
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